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Eicosapentaenoic Acid Inhibits Oxidation of ApoB-containing Lipoprotein Particles of Different Size In Vitro When Administered Alone or in Combination With Atorvastatin Active Metabolite Compared With Other Triglyceride-lowering Agents

R. Preston Mason, PhD, * † ‡ Samuel C.R. Sherratt, BS, † and Robert F. Jacob, PhD †

**Abstract:** Eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) is a triglyceride-lowering agent that reduces circulating levels of the apolipoprotein B (apoB)-containing lipoprotein particles small dense low-density lipoprotein (s(d)LDL), very-low-density lipoprotein (VLDL), and oxidized low-density lipoprotein (LDL). These benefits may result from the direct antioxidant effects of EPA. To investigate this potential mechanism, these particles were isolated from human plasma, preincubated with EPA in the absence or presence of atorvastatin (active) metabolite, and subjected to copper-initiated oxidation. Lipid oxidation was measured as a function of thiobarbituric acid reactive substances formation. EPA inhibited s(d)LDL (IC\textsubscript{50} = 2.0 μM) and LDL oxidation (IC\textsubscript{50} = 2.5 μM) in a dose-dependent manner. Greater antioxidant potency was observed for EPA in VLDL. EPA inhibition was enhanced when combined with atorvastatin metabolite at low equimolar concentrations. Other triglyceride-lowering agents (fenofibrate, niacin, and gemfibrozil) and vitamin E did not significantly affect s(d)LDL, LDL, or VLDL oxidation compared with vehicle-treated controls. Docosahexaenoic acid was also found to inhibit oxidation in these particles but over a shorter time period than EPA. These data support recent clinical findings and suggest that EPA has direct antioxidant benefits in various apoB-containing subfractions that are more pronounced than those of other triglyceride-lowering agents and docosahexaenoic acid.
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INTRODUCTION

Consumption of fish or fish oils rich in omega-3 fatty acids has been shown to be associated with reduced risk of cardiovascular disease.\textsuperscript{1,2} Omega-3 fatty acids incorporate directly into the membranes of cells associated with the atherosclerotic plaque, where they interfere with signal transduction pathways involved in inflammation and endothelial dysfunction.\textsuperscript{1,2} Eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) is an omega-3 fatty acid that has been evaluated in various clinical studies, including those involving statin-treated patients. In studies that included investigation of proinflammatory and oxidative stress markers, EPA was shown to decrease high-sensitivity C-reactive protein, lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A\textsubscript{2}, arachidonic acid/EPA ratio, and oxidized low-density lipoprotein (oxLDL) levels compared with placebo.\textsuperscript{4–10} In the Japan EPA Lipid Intervention Study, purified EPA (1.8 g/d) combined with statin treatment resulted in a 19% relative reduction in major coronary events compared with statin treatment alone (\textit{P} = 0.011).\textsuperscript{11} In patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus or coronary artery disease (CAD), treatment with purified EPA (1.8 g/d) slowed atherosclerotic disease progression; effects were also observed in addition to statin therapy.\textsuperscript{12–14} However, other triglyceride-lowering agents such as niacin (in the Heart Protection Study 2–Treatment of HDL to Reduce the Incidence of Vascular Events [HPS2-THRIVE] and Atherothrombosis Intervention in Metabolic Syndrome with Low HDL/High Triglycerides: Impact on Global Health Outcomes [AIM-HIGH] trials)\textsuperscript{15,16} and fibrates (in the Action to Control Cardiovascular Risk in Diabetes [ACCORD]–Lipid and Evaluation of Choline FenoBistrate on Carotid Intima-Media Thickness in Subjects with Type IIb Dyslipidemia with Residual Risk in Addition to Atorvastatin Therapy [FIRST] trials)\textsuperscript{17,18} failed to reduce cardiovascular events or decrease intima-media thickness compared with statin treatment alone. These differences between EPA and other triglyceride-lowering agents may be due, in part, to the unique inhibitory effects of EPA on oxidation of apolipoprotein B (apoB)-containing lipoproteins, which result from its distinct lipophilic and electron stabilization properties.\textsuperscript{19}

Oxidative modification of LDL has long been understood to play an important role in the development of atherosclerosis by contributing to endothelial dysfunction,
vascular inflammation, and other processes.\textsuperscript{20–22} High plasma levels of oxLDL are associated with an increased risk for myocardial infarction and metabolic syndrome as well as the severity of acute coronary syndromes.\textsuperscript{23,24} In addition, we previously demonstrated that levels of oxidized lipids are predictive of clinical events in patients with CAD.\textsuperscript{25}

Several studies suggest that small, dense low-density lipoprotein (sdLDL) is highly atherogenic compared with larger LDL particles.\textsuperscript{26–30} The risk associated with sdLDL has been attributed to some of its unique properties, including reduced affinity for the LDL receptor, enhanced interaction with arterial wall proteoglycans, and increased permeability through the endothelial barrier.\textsuperscript{31–34} In addition, human sdLDL has been shown to be significantly more susceptible to oxidative modification than larger LDL subfractions.\textsuperscript{35,36} These differences may influence the clearance of sdLDL from the body relative to other LDL particles. By inhibiting lipoprotein oxidation, EPA may enhance the clearance of sdLDL from the circulation. Very–low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) represents the main triglyceride-carrying particles in the circulation and the cholesterol within these particles contributes to atherosclerotic plaque development; elevated VLDL levels are thus also associated with increased cardiovascular risk.\textsuperscript{37}

In this study, we examined the direct effects of EPA on rates of lipid oxidation in different-sized apoB-containing subfractions (sdLDL, LDL, VLDL) isolated from human plasma. We hypothesized that EPA, based on its unique physicochemical properties, would inhibit lipoprotein oxidation. We tested EPA in a dose-dependent manner and compared its effects with those of other triglyceride-lowering agents, including fenofibrate, niacin, and gemfibrozil. We also combined EPA with atorvastatin active metabolite, as it has also been shown to have potent antioxidant properties and because EPA and atorvastatin are often used together in patients with dyslipidemias.\textsuperscript{38,39} Finally, we compared EPA with another long-chain omega-3 fatty acid, docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), regarding their antioxidant effects in these various lipoprotein particles.

\section*{METHODS}

\subsection*{Materials}

EPA, DHA, vitamin E (\(\alpha\)-tocopherol), fenofibrate, nicotinic acid (niacin), and gemfibrozil were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO). EPA and DHA were solubilized in ethanol to 1 mM under nitrogen atmosphere. Immediately before experimental use, vitamin E was prepared in ethanol at 1.0 mM \((c = 3.06 \times 10^4 \text{M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1} \text{ at 294 nm})\). Atorvastatin \textit{ortho}- (\(\alpha\)-) hydroxy (active) metabolite (atorvastatin metabolite) was purchased from Toronto Research Chemicals (North York, Ontario, Canada) and solubilized in methanol to 1.0 mM. Fenofibrate, niacin, and gemfibrozil were solubilized in ethanol to 1.0 mM. All test compounds were further diluted in ethanol or aqueous buffer as needed.

\subsection*{Isolation of sdLDL, LDL, VLDL and Oxidation}

ApoB-containing lipoprotein fractions were isolated from the plasma of healthy volunteers by iodixanol density gradient centrifugation and adjusted to a final apolipoprotein B-100 concentration of 2 mg/mL as previously described.\textsuperscript{40} We adapted previous methods to isolate and characterize sdLDL, LDL, and VLDL fractions using agarose gel electrophoresis.\textsuperscript{41}

Sample aliquots (100 \(\mu\text{g}\) apolipoprotein B-100) were incubated with EPA, fenofibrate, gemfibrozil, niacin, DHA, or vehicle (ethanol) control (at concentrations indicated in figure legends) for 30 minutes at 37 °C in a shaking water bath. In the case of VLDL, we used 50 \(\mu\text{g}\) apolipoprotein B-100 due to its higher lipid content. We also tested vitamin E as a positive control and atorvastatin metabolite (alone or in combination with EPA) and fenofibrate, niacin, or gemfibrozil (at concentrations indicated in figure legends).

Lipid oxidation was initiated with 10 \(\mu\text{M}\) CuSO\(_4\) and assayed at various time points for up to 4 hours. For VLDL samples, we used 20 \(\mu\text{M}\) CuSO\(_4\) due to its larger particle size. Oxidation was monitored by spectrophotometric detection of thiobarbituric acid reactive substances as previously described.\textsuperscript{19,40}

\subsection*{Statistical Analyses}

Mean ± SD was calculated for (n) separate samples or experiments. The 2-tailed Student’s \(t\) test was used for comparisons between only 2 groups; analysis of variance, followed by Dunnett or Student–Newman–Keuls multiple comparisons post hoc analysis, was used for comparisons between 3 or more groups. Differences were considered to be significant for probability values less than 0.05.

\section*{RESULTS}

\subsection*{Dose-dependent Effects of EPA on Human sdLDL, LDL, and VLDL Oxidation}

We tested the pretreatment effects of EPA on sdLDL, LDL, and VLDL oxidation by treating the samples with EPA at 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, and 10.0 \(\mu\text{M}\) followed by initiation of oxidative stress. Significant and reproducible inhibition was observed with all doses examined (Fig. 1). EPA inhibited sdLDL oxidation by 19 ± 8% \((P < 0.001)\) at the lowest dose (1.0 \(\mu\text{M}\)) and by 93 ± 2% \((P < 0.001)\) at the highest dose (10.0 \(\mu\text{M}\)). The IC\(_{50}\) calculated for EPA in this assay was approximately 2 \(\mu\text{M}\), which was similar to that determined for LDL samples. In VLDL, EPA had much more potent antioxidant activity with >90% inhibition at 2.5 \(\mu\text{M}\) \((P < 0.001)\) and an IC\(_{50}\) of <1.0 \(\mu\text{M}\).

\subsection*{Effect of EPA and Atorvastatin Metabolite Combination Treatment on Human sdLDL, LDL, and VLDL Oxidation}

We also tested the separate and combined pretreatment effects of EPA and atorvastatin metabolite (each at 1.0 \(\mu\text{M}\)) on copper-initiated oxidation in the different-sized LDL particles (Fig. 2). When combined, EPA and atorvastatin metabolite inhibited sdLDL oxidation to an extent that was not observed with equimolar concentrations of either agent alone. EPA and atorvastatin metabolite, tested separately at 1.0 \(\mu\text{M}\), inhibited sdLDL oxidation by 19 ± 8% \((P < 0.01)\)
and 18 ± 5% (P < 0.01), respectively, whereas the combination treatment inhibited sdLDL oxidation by 75 ± 8% (P < 0.001) compared with vehicle-treated controls. We also tested the effect of these agents at a lower dose of atorvastatin metabolite (0.5 μM), which inhibited oxidation by only 5 ± 5% when tested separately but by 57 ± 9% (P < 0.001) when combined with equimolar EPA. The inhibitory effects of EPA and atorvastatin metabolite combination treatment were much greater than the sum of their separate effects at all concentrations examined in this study. Similar effects with EPA and atorvastatin metabolite were seen in LDL particles. In VLDL, atorvastatin metabolite treatment alone had no significant antioxidant effect, but EPA inhibited oxidation by 25% (P < 0.001). Of note, the combination of EPA plus atorvastatin metabolite inhibited oxidation by 34% (P < 0.001), which was significantly greater than EPA alone (P < 0.05).

Comparative Effects of EPA, Fenofibrate, Niacin, Gemfibrozil, and Vitamin E on Human sdLDL, LDL, and VLDL Oxidation

EPA was further examined against other triglyceride-lowering agents (fenofibrate, niacin, and gemfibrozil) as well as vitamin E, each at 10.0 μM, regarding their comparative effects on sdLDL, LDL, and VLDL oxidation (Fig. 3). EPA was found to significantly inhibit sdLDL lipid oxidation compared with vehicle, any of the triglyceride-lowering agents, or vitamin E (all P < 0.001). No significant antioxidant activity was observed with any of the other triglyceride-lowering agents or vitamin E, whereas EPA inhibited sdLDL oxidation by >90% (P < 0.001), compared with vehicle-treated controls. Similar results were observed with LDL and VLDL.

Comparative Effects of EPA and DHA on Human sdLDL, LDL, and VLDL Oxidation

Given the considerable interest in understanding potential differences among long-chain omega-3 fatty acids, we also tested the comparative antioxidant effects of EPA and DHA at equimolar concentrations in the low micromolar range of 2.5–10.0 μM depending on particle size (Fig. 4). EPA significantly inhibited sdLDL oxidation consistently over 4 hours compared with either vehicle or DHA (P < 0.001 at 4 hours). DHA was observed to have antioxidant properties early in the experimental time course but became neutral in effect by 4 hours. The differences in activity between EPA and DHA were significant as early as 1 hour and became more pronounced over the remainder of the time course of the experiment in a manner that was consistent over all particle sizes (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

In this study, EPA inhibited the oxidation of different-sized apoB-containing lipoprotein particles in a dose-dependent manner at pharmacologically relevant treatment levels. The ability of EPA to interfere with oxidation in these particles may be attributed to quenching of reactive oxygen species following its intercalation into the target lipid.
The inhibitory effects of EPA on sdLDL oxidation were not observed with other triglyceride-lowering agents or vitamin E under identical conditions. These findings suggest that EPA preferentially intercalates into various-sized apoB-containing lipoprotein particles, where it can provide optimal benefit. DHA also interfered with lipoprotein oxidation, but the effects were limited to a relatively short time period compared with EPA. These disparate effects may be the result of differences in the number of double bonds and carbon chain lengths, both of which may influence the location and orientation of these 2 distinct omega-3 fatty acids within the various-sized particles. The greater antioxidant activity of EPA in VLDL may be attributed to higher incorporation rates, or to more optimal orientation of EPA within the larger and therefore less curved outer lipid monolayer of VLDL compared with LDL or sdLDL.

Patients with severe hypertriglyceridemia are often treated with a potent statin (such as atorvastatin) and may potentially benefit with statin-EPA combination therapy. In the present study, we demonstrated that the antioxidant effects of EPA in the different-sized apoB-containing lipoproteins could be enhanced in combination with atorvastatin metabolite at certain concentrations. When combined at lower doses, EPA and atorvastatin metabolite inhibited LDL oxidation to an extent that was greater than the sum of their separate effects. This indicates potentially synergistic actions for the 2 agents and suggests the possibility of discrete physicochemical interactions that may enhance their separate electron trapping and stabilization mechanisms or facilitate electron sharing between the molecules. In particular, the metabolite form of atorvastatin used in this study has a phenoxy group that can donate a proton while also stabilizing an unpaired electron in its conjugated ring structure. Additional research will be valuable and necessary to determine the exact mechanism(s) for the potentially synergistic benefits associated with these agents.

HMG-CoA (3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A) reductase inhibitors (statins) interfere with LDL oxidation by several mechanisms, including inhibition of p21 Rac isoprenylation and reduction in the expression of NADPH subunits. The active hydroxy metabolite of atorvastatin, in particular, is capable of directly inhibiting LDL, sdLDL, and cell membrane lipid oxidation at pharmacologic levels. The chain-breaking antioxidant mechanism for atorvastatin metabolite is specifically attributed to its phenoxy moiety and is not evoked by other antioxidants such as vitamin E. Clinical support for an antioxidant benefit with atorvastatin has also been reported from independent laboratories in randomized trials. The antioxidant activity of atorvastatin metabolite may contribute to its anti-inflammatory benefits and account
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**FIGURE 2.** Separate and combined effects of EPA and atorvastatin (active) metabolite (ATM) on human sdLDL (A), LDL (B), and VLDL (C) oxidation. EPA was tested at 1.0 μM. Data were collected after 1 hour (sdLDL and LDL) and 4 hours (VLDL) exposure to oxidative conditions. Values are mean ± SD (N = 3) and are expressed as molar equivalents of MDA. *P < 0.01 and †P < 0.001 versus vehicle-treated control; ‡P < 0.05 and ¶P < 0.001 versus EPA; ‡‡P < 0.05 and §§P < 0.001 versus 0.5 μM atorvastatin metabolite; #P < 0.001 versus 1.0 μM atorvastatin metabolite; **P < 0.001 versus EPA + 0.5 μM atorvastatin metabolite (Student–Newman–Keuls multiple comparisons test; overall ANOVA—sdLDL data: P < 0.0001, F = 118.22; LDL data: P < 0.0001, F = 142.74; VLDL data: P < 0.0001, F = 52.613). ANOVA, analysis of variance; MDA, malondialdehyde.
FIGURE 3. Comparative effects of EPA, fenofibrate, niacin, gemfibrozil, and vitamin E on human sdLDL (A), LDL (B), and VLDL (C) oxidation. All agents were tested at 10 μM. Data were collected after 1 hour (sdLDL and LDL) and 4 hours (VLDL) exposure to oxidative conditions. Values are mean ± SD (N = 3) and are expressed as molar equivalents of MDA. *P < 0.001 versus vehicle-treated control; †P < 0.001 versus fenofibrate, niacin, or gemfibrozil; ‡P < 0.001 versus vitamin E; §P < 0.05 versus vehicle-treated control (Student–Newman–Keuls multiple comparisons test; overall ANOVA—sdLDL data: P < 0.0001, F = 1268.1; LDL data: P < 0.0001, F = 132.38; VLDL data: P < 0.0001, F = 1031.4). ANOVA, analysis of variance; Fenofib, fenofibrate; Gemfib, gemfibrozil; MDA, malondialdehyde.

FIGURE 4. Comparative effects of EPA and DHA on human sdLDL (A), LDL (B), and VLDL (C) oxidation. EPA and DHA were tested at 10 μM (sdLDL) and 2.5 μM (LDL and VLDL). Data were collected at various time points up to 4 hours following initial exposure to oxidative conditions. *P < 0.001 versus vehicle-treated control; †P < 0.05 and ‡P < 0.001 versus DHA (Student–Newman–Keuls multiple comparisons test; overall ANOVA—sdLDL data: P < 0.0001, F = 391.88; LDL data: P < 0.0001, F = 1191.3; VLDL data: P < 0.0001, F = 1074.8). ANOVA, analysis of variance; MDA, malondialdehyde.
for differences in benefit beyond LDL lowering even as compared with other statins. Based on the findings from this study, we hypothesize that these important benefits may be enhanced in combination with EPA.

Oxidized lipids associated with lipoprotein particles are a major source of vascular inflammation during atherosclerosis. OxLDL is taken up by "scavenger receptors," resulting in cholesteryl ester accumulation and macrophage foam cell formation. Oxidative modification also reduces the affinity of LDL particles for high-affinity LDL receptors, resulting in reduced hepatic clearance of oxLDL. Numerous studies have linked oxLDL to foam cell formation and plaque evolution and have recognized the potential role of antioxidants to reverse these effects. All these events lead to plaque destabilization and intracoronary thrombus formation through rupture of the fibrous cap. Indeed, levels of oxidized lipid, as measured by thiobarbituric acid reactive substances, lipid hydroperoxides, or monoclonal antibodies against oxLDL, have been shown to correlate with the severity of acute coronary syndromes and to predict cardiovascular events. Reduction of circulating levels of oxLDL has therefore become an important therapeutic consideration in the management of cardiovascular risk.

Circulating LDL particles are heterogeneous in size, density, and composition. There is evidence that increased levels of sdLDL, in particular, are associated with higher risk of CAD. This association is biologically plausible given the greater susceptibility of sdLDL to oxidation, diminished affinity for the LDL receptor, reduced turnover of sdLDL, and increased oxidative modification of apoB compared with large buoyant LDL. Levels of sdLDL are proportionately elevated in patients with cardiovascular risk factors or risk equivalents, such as type 2 diabetes and metabolic syndrome. Due to its antioxidant properties, EPA may influence sdLDL oxidation and clearance. This is supported by recent evidence from the MARINE (Multi-center, plAcebo-controlled, Randomized, double-blind, 12-week study with an open-label Extension) and ANCHOR trials in which oxLDL and LDL particle numbers (especially evident in sdLDL) were decreased with EPA treatment compared with placebo. Further prospective studies are underway to assess the broader clinical benefits of EPA among high-risk cardiovascular patients. In particular, the ongoing Reduction of Cardiovascular Events with EPA–Intervention Trial (REDUCE-IT) will evaluate the ability of EPA to reduce cardiovascular outcomes in high-risk statin-treated patients with mixed dyslipidemia (NCT01492361).

CONCLUSIONS

EPA is a potent lipophilic antioxidant that was shown in this study to inhibit sdLDL, LDL, and VLDL oxidation at pharmacologic levels. We also observed that those effects were unique compared with other triglyceride-lowering agents, vitamin E, or DHA. These data provide new insight into the differential role of EPA with respect to other triglyceride-lowering agents in lipoprotein lipid oxidation, representing important events in atherosclerosis and CAD.
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